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Greek Play Production by the GCS Greek Drama Club
This year the Drama Club staged Iacovos Kambanelis’ Η Αυλή Των Θαυμάτων, on Saturday, 21 March 2015, at the Strovolos Municipal
Theatre. Fifteen young actors and actresses managed to paint a vivid picture of working class life in the Athenian suburbs in the 1950s,
where people from different backgrounds, but united by the struggle for survival and a better life, share their personal space and their
lives with each other. One of the young actors says that the production was “an illumination full of the Greek idiosyncrasy which has
been for years now  uctuating along a thin line of thrills, heavy emotions, pathos and a hidden but existing smile. As a result, the sense
of pride encircles my own idiosyncrasy. In fact, I am proud that (the team) separates from the mass of teenagers that are unaware of
the world outside and are encircled from a vast cloud that closes any window of culture and keeps them abominated in their unhealthy
psycho-syntheses”…read more on page 4.
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THE SILENT THREAT
Pragmatically, bullying is a
largely known fact. Sadly, the
repeated acknowledgement
has not stopped it but rather
caused people to refer to it as
an ‘overly discussed’ issue.
Unfortunately, for the cause
the media presents bullying
in a very wrong way, in which
it does not shock people and
they simply brush it off as
another issue society has to
deal with. People know its
cause and presence but very
few actually know what it leads
to, and even worse, very few
take a stand against it…read
more on page 6.

It is unfortunately true that we
have somewhat disconnected
with our home, Cyprus. We can
already hear our classmates
discussing about their favourite
holiday destinations abroad
and chatting about how much
they want to get out of here
once summer hits. Well, we
decided it was time we shed
some light on the hidden gems
this country has to offer as
opposed to places you can
 nd abroad! We have listed
all the key areas to visit, here
in Cyprus, in 2015. Forget the
rest of the world and explore
what our beautiful island has
to offer…read more on page 8.

MERA
Research Programme 2015

Holidays
Abroad

Holidays
in      Cyprus

Having in mind the profound richness of
our language, and being deeply concerned
about the eminent future of the Greek
language, a group of thirteen Lower School
students participated in the annual MERA
Research Competition organised by the
Cyprus Pedagogical Institute, the University
of Cyprus and the Research Promotion
Foundation. This year’s topic involved
research work on the importance of the
Greek language, its survival, its in uence on
other modern languages as well as the likely
effect of a current style of writing used mainly
by the younger generations: greeklish…read
more on page 5.

JUNIOR
ACHIEVEMENT
PROGRAMME
A team of students of GCS students are currently
participating in the Junior Achievement programme,
which focuses on entrepreneurship - they learn how
to take a business idea from concept to reality. Our
students created their own mini-company:  ‘Baganart’.
The idea behind this company was to promote young
student artists by printing their designs on eco-friendly
canvas bags. Ful lling their commitment to social
corporate responsibility, the company donates 10% of
their pro ts to the school “Anti-Bullying Campaign”, in
an attempt to promote awareness among students….
read more on page 15.
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SUMMER
IS HERE!
Summer is here
and it is the season
for holidays. For
that reason, in this
issue we explore
what our beautiful

island has to offer as opposed to places
you can  nd abroad.

We’ve worked with great enthusiasm,
trying to cover all the exciting activities
that took place this term and give you a
taste of all the work done by our various
clubs and societies.

Learn more about the Greek play by
Iacovos Kambanelis' ‘Η Αυλή Των
Θαυμάτων’ staged by our Drama
Club, as well and the MERA Research
Programme of 2015 and the work
done on the importance of the Greek
language.

Furthermore, in this issue learn about
Baganart, a company created by some
of our students who are currently
participating in the Junior Achievement
Programme.

My thanks are due to the editorial
committee, students and teachers
who have been of immense help in
breathing life into these pages.

We hope that you enjoy reading this
issue of the GCS-info!

Have a great summer!

Christiana Socratous

Our school is currently participating in the Comenius
programme with the project

‘Critical Literacy as a means of
developing as more aware and
tolerant European Citizens’.

The students involved in
this programme are 4th
formers, who this year
hosted our Comenius
partners. Two teachers
and eleven students
from Murcia, Spain
travelled to Cyprus on
19 April and spent 10
days on our island.

Our guests were hosted by Savvas Stavrinos, Christina
Tanou, Stephanie Tanou, Kyriaki Lampri, Egli Metaxa,
Kyriacos Rouvas, Nadina Miltiadous, Faidra Antoniadou,
Marilia Kramvi and Giannis Konstantinou. During their stay
our guests, and students from our School, participated
in a variety of activities related to Critical Literacy, as well
as workshops in order to  nalise their end products for the
project. Our Spanish partners also had the chance to enjoy
our island and appreciate our hospitality.

The GCSComenius Team
welcomes partners

from Murcia, Spain

On Monday, 20 April, the members of the GCS Comenius
team organised a small opening ceremony to give our guests
a warm welcome – the event included a welcome speech by
Nadina Miltiadous and traditional Greek dancing.

The teachers-in-charge of the Comenius programme are
Ms Katerina Charalambous, Ms Aspasia Sierepekli and Ms
Demetra Cleanthous.
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Geography is one of the very few subjects that require a  eld course as part of both the IGSCE
and the A-level exam. At GCS, 5th formers taking Geography go on a trip to Kritou Terra and
the 6th formers go on a  eld trip to England. The fact that these trips are compulsory, may
make them sound tiring and unexciting; and this is how the students feel at  rst, bored and
unexcited! They have to wake up really early in the morning, have lessons for many hours and
then need to spend the rest of the day measuring the width of rivers and carrying out surveys!
Especially in the UK, the days of the  eldwork are the coldest and most tiring days of your life.
This sounds horrible, right? Fortunately this is not the case! You have great fun while being
in majestic scenery with people from other schools and countries. You spend time in nature
with your friends and this enables students and teachers complete a big part of the syllabus
while having super fun! It seems that  eld trips are designed to inspire students, to give them
experiences they will remember long after they will have left school. Field trips give you the
chance to develop new skills and apply your classroom-learning to real world problems. It is
very often the case, that the Geography students who go on these trips, eventually turn into
Geography lovers!

GeographyOutside
Classroom
There is only one thing more painful than learning from experience
and that is not learning from experience.

Archibold MacLeish

Field Trip to Kritou
Terra
On 27 February 2015, our Form 5 Geography
students, accompanied by Mrs Linda Mousoulides
and Mrs Marianna Theodotou, went on their  eld
trip to Kritou Terra.

Emily Apostolidou of Form 5 says:
Learning outside the classroom! It is a much more
interesting and exciting way of learning as you
get to observe many details with your own eyes
and perhaps even feel the bottom of a river with
your bare hands just for the sake of geography!
It de nitely encouraged me to be friendlier to the
environment and it certainly made me realise how

nature can give you just what you need if you behave well to it.  As a matter of fact, it is one
of the main reasons that inspired me to choose Geography at A-level!

Mrs Linda Mousoulides, the Head of our
Geography Department says:
‘Out of classroom learning’ or ‘real world learning’ is very valuable
as it allows students to put into practice, in the ‘real world’, what
they theorize behind a desk. Field trips should be used as a
vehicle to develop the capacity to learn. In this way, the student
acquires a deeper understanding of concepts and processes and
this knowledge will stay with them forever.

These experiences put the student in contrast to their own
environment and they are a powerful way of developing key life
skills, building con dence, self-esteem, communication and team
working as well as covering the compulsory  eldwork section of
their IGCSE and AS courses.

Student bonding with their peers from a variety of backgrounds
enhances the learning experience and gives the teacher the
opportunity to get to know the students in greater depth. It is very
rewarding as a teacher to accompany students on  eld trips as
I literally watch them develop academically and grow as young
adults before my eyes.

Field Trip to the U.K.
On 16 March 2015, Form 6 Geography students went on a  eld trip to the United Kingdom.
They were accompanied by Mrs Linda Mousoulides.

The  eld trip to the UK was very important, not only because of the things we learnt but
also because it was a great experience; we met new people from all around the world, who
we had to communicate and cooperate with for a whole week.
Gabriel Yerolemou  Form 6

The trip did not only assist me in acknowledging more information about Geography but I
also learnt to be more sociable and interact with other people and not to be shy to express
my opinion.
Nicholas Pamboris Form 6

This trip helped us understand
what opportunities a career
in Geography can offer.
Having met people from
many different countries, has
also helped me deepen my
understanding for different
cultures and religions and
how all of us can coexist!
Lefteris Yiallouros Form 6

30-hour Famine
On 27 March 2015, students of
Form 3 students participated
in a 30-hour charity famine,
organized by the Geography
Department. The students
abstained from eating normal
meals and stayed overnight
in the school cafeteria eating
only some rice. The money
raised (€1375) went through
World Vision to water projects
in Africa.

By Zoe Makridou
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Drama cannot be compared with any
other subject, but at the same time
any subject is related to drama and
its production. Drama production is
economics, it is mathematics, it is history,
and the handling of language. Drama
is taught at schools not only so that the
students can have fun and relax from
their boring and dif cult daily routine, but
also to teach young people recognise
beauty and simplicity, have compassion,
give love, be sensitive, be kind.

This year the Drama Club staged Iacovos
Kambanelis’ Η Αυλή Των Θαυμάτων, on
Saturday, 21 March 2015, at the Strovolos
Municipal Theatre. Fifteen young actors

and actresses managed to paint a vivid picture of working class life in the
Athenian suburbs in the 1950s, where people from different backgrounds,
but united by the struggle for survival and a better life, share their personal
space and their lives with each other.

“Do not ask me to comment on my experience of being part of the Greek Drama Club.
I am afraid that a cheap, worn from our dirty hands paper, is completely unworthy to
hold such valuable, meritorious and virtuous times. It would have been so oxymoron
due to the fact that this year’s experience, with no intention to underestimate previous
or upcoming drama performances, was an experience written inside our hearts.
This year’s team was not a team but a family for us. This year’s performance was
not just another night that will be forgotten in the next days, but a remarkable two-
hour emotional journey that
still travels along our dreams
and everyday fatigue routine.
Our family comes into sharp
contrast with the usual family
of the youth. Speci cally, at a
time when our coevals sleep in
a deep sleep of befuddlement,
a highly intellectual family of
15 students and 3 teachers
were illuminating the stage of
Strovolos Municipal Theatre.
An illumination full of the Greek
idiosyncrasy which has been
for years now  uctuating along
a thin line of thrills, heavy emotions, pathos and a hidden but existing smile. As a
result, the sense of pride encircles my own idiosyncrasy. In fact, I am proud that
my family separates from the mass of teenagers that are unaware of the world
outside and are encircled from a vast cloud that closes any window of culture
and keeps them abominated in their unhealthy psycho-syntheses. I am proud that
my beloved 7th formers are going to university having had such an experience.
I am proud of all my friends that illuminated the stage on Saturday, 21 March. A
Saturday that will remain in my memory forever!”
Christoforos Triantafyllou Form 5

“Being a member of a family like The Drama
Club was an amazing journey that will guide
me for the rest of my life. I can still hear
the laughter during every rehearsal and I
nostalgically remember the anxiety that we
all went through wishing to give our audience
an unforgettable experience! Each and every
one of us was a special member of this family
and had his own unique role, not only in the
play but also in the journey of bringing this
play to life. If I had just one wish, this would be
to be part of the whole invaluable experience
all over again.”
Ino Georgiadou Form 6

“Without a doubt I can say that it was one of
the best experiences of my life. Through the
rehearsals I learned what respect, perfection,
understanding and fatigue mean.  I would like to thank our three teachers for
having given me the chance to be part of this family. Fortunately, we succeeded
presenting a magical performance that fascinated the audience. I feel proud for
everyone and I would like to thank the whole team for everything they offered me.
Rehearsals, long hours, tiredness … but after all we all gained experiences and
became a beautiful family.”
Nikolas Stratis Form 6

The cast:
Chloe Americanou,  Marina Ieridou, Irene Eythmiou, Nicolina Papanastasiou,
Andreas Xenophontos, Ino Georgiadou, Ektoras Koushiappas, Alkis Tsiakkas,
Paris Xenophontos,  Christoforos Triantafyllou, Ioanna Clark, Andreas David,
Nicolas Stratis, Theophanis Kyriakou,  Andreas Georgiou.

Backstage Crew:
Andreas Georgiou, Andreas
Papadopoulos, Zoe Makridou,
Alexandra Papanastasiou,
Agapi Makri, Theodoros
Stylianou, Elena Filippou,
Antigoni Tsiakka, Mikaela
Demetriou.

The teachers:
Mrs Stella Koutsoyianni, Mrs
Despo Liasi, Ms Aspasia
Sierepekli.

Greek Play Production
by the GCS Greek Drama Club

By Zoe Makridou
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Κατηφορίζοντας από τα λευκά µαλλιά του
Οµήρου η ελληνική γλώσσα φτάνει ως εµάς
ενιαία, αδιάσπαστη και ακερµάτιστη;
This was this year’s topic, and it involved research work on the
importance of the Greek language, its survival, its in uence on other
modern languages as well as the likely effect of a current style of
writing used mainly by the younger generations: greeklish.  With the
aid of a questionnaire which was answered by 1st and 2nd formers
and interviews from older students, the research team worked
extremely hard to answer a most vital and frequently asked question
which troubles language experts nowadays:  Has the Greek
language really survived through centuries?  What kind of Greek do
we, the youth, know and use indeed?

The members of the MERA Programme team presented their
research  ndings during an event held in the School cafeteria on 9
March 2015.

The Findings
The Greek language has managed to survive through centuries.
Nevertheless it has been altered and simpli ed to such an extent
that the new generations know and use a poorer version of the once
fascinatingly complex Greek language - a language undoubtedly
linked with the crème de la crème of literature.  Homer, Odyseas
Elitis, Giorgos Seferis are just three examples showing the value
and the ethos of the ancient Greek language. More than half of the
students involved in the survey, claimed that the major reason behind
the deterioration of the Greek language is the use of greeklish.

We, the Publications Committee, would like to warmly congratulate
the following students, whose hard work was dedicated on
accomplishing this study: Eva Antoniadi, Nayia Aza, Elias Danos,
Theodora Rolandi, Stelios Tamasios, Mary Yiorkadji, Isavella
Karayianni, Klitos Philippides, Gregoria Samouti, Andrea Soteriou,
Christie Kontou, Nikolas Kyriakidis and Panagiota Yiallouri.

MERA
Research Programme 2015
If the gods speak then they use the language of the Greeks

Marcus Tillious Cicero

Having in mind the profound richness of our language, and being deeply concerned about
the imminent future of the Greek language, a group of thirteen Lower School students,
guided by their teachers Mrs YiotaYerontidou and Mrs Maria Mitidou, participated in the
annual MERA Research Competition (Μαθητές στην Έρευνα), organised by the Cyprus
Pedagogical Institute, the University of Cyprus and the Research Promotion Foundation.

This is what some of them have told us about their experience:
Working for MERA has been a remarkable and valuable experience for me, since it gave me
the opportunity to learn about the signi cance of the Greek language. Through our research we
discovered where Greek, our native language, comes from. In cooperation with two incredible
teachers, who worked really hard, and our team, we found out that the vocabulary used by the
greatest Greek epic poet Homer, is still in use today, in our everyday speaking. Greek is the
only language that has survived through
the centuries, with only minor changes.
That makes it unique! Unfortunately, due
to the use of the so-called greeklish, a lot
of Greeks, especially teenagers, do not
use our language to exchange written
messages between them. This creates
a problem. We don’t want our language,
our civilization to fade. I hope that
through the work we have done we have
proven the importance of our language
and convinced others to help us maintain
it and  ght for our identity! We have to be
proud of being GREEKS!
Eva Antoniadi Form 2

I feel very pleased that the opportunity to work for MERA was given to me. Even though
it required a lot of work, the fascinating information that I found was worth the effort and it
undoubtedly helped me realise the signi cance of our own language, the Greek language.
Also, the experience of speaking in front of an audience, presenting the impressive results of
the research along with my team was extraordinary and certainly memorable. It was something
new to me. However, I enjoyed this unique journey and acquired skills working for this research
that I am sure will be useful in my life.
Nayia Aza Form 2

Participating in the MERA programme was a great experience and I am very grateful for having
been given that chance. Working for MERA we learned about the importance of the ancient
Greek language, and concluded that these days our vocabulary is becoming poorer. We all
worked as a team and we are very proud of the work we got done.
Klitos Philippides Form 1

From my close involvement with this project I learned more about the culture of my language.
I learned that Greek is not just simply a tool but, it makes us who we are. Furthermore, I got
closer to my classmates that worked side-by-side with me on this project. The most important
skill that I have acquired is carrying out research work, something that will surely help me in
the future. Moreover, not only did I learn about the work of some great poets, but I also learned
the skill of speaking in front of an audience. The new Ancient Greek phrases and words that I

have learned during the course of this program, will
stick with me. In general, MEPA was an excellent
experience and I would surely do it again, if given
the chance.
Elias Danos Form 1

Working for MERA was a great experience.
The whole team worked really hard to achieve
its targets. In addition, we became friends with
students from other classes and generally we had
lots of fun.
Panayiota Yiallouri Form 1

By Fotini Iacovou, Eleni Santama, Anna Maria Pounna
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THE SILENT THREAT
Week 8. The cuts on her arms were becoming invisible.
Although the scars were slowly diminishing, Sarah found it
hard to drown her own thoughts of self-abuse and suicide.
One day she decided to do it. She could no longer bear
the shaming and abuse she suffered on a daily basis. She
couldn’t talk to anyone. After all, she didn’t want to be called
that name like the last time she reported her “bullies” to the
principal. Of course the school did show some ‘interest’ for
a week or so but they slowly forgot about the incident and
the bullying continued. Pills; lying on the countertop; she
took them; 12, 14, whatever the number; she just jugged
them down her throat. She stepped into the empty tub
letting the water hit her forcefully, dripping down her face
alongside her tears, while her naked soulless body leant on
the cold tile on the wall. Those were her last memories. The
tile lining fading and becoming darker and darker as she
closed her eyes and passed away...

Sarah’s story is simply an example of the thoughts and emotions a bullying victim
goes through. It is largely known that bullying is the use of force, threat, or coercion
to abuse, intimidate, or aggressively dominate others. Pragmatically, bullying is
a largely known fact. Sadly, the repetition of acknowledgement has not stopped it
but rather caused people to refer to it as an ‘overly discussed’ issue. Unfortunately
for the cause the media presents bullying in a very wrong way, in which it does not
shock people and they simply brush it off as another issue society has to deal with.
People know its cause and presence but very few actually know what it leads to,
and even worse, very few take a stand against it.

What’s becoming worse with time, is the development of a new form of bullying,
which is perhaps the most common in Cyprus and a phenomenon which cannot be
called on but has equally catastrophic effects on the victims. This type of bullying
stems from the fact that society has connected verbal abuse with gossip. It is

THE SILENT THREAT
not direct action against a victim but rather the spreading of the word to everyone
around the victim. As a result, people reach incorrect conclusions about that
person and passively ignore or even hurt them. Examples include shaming a girl for
her ‘improper’ relationships with boys, even though so did many other people of her
age, or spreading rumours regarding a person’s sexual orientation just because he
wore ‘socially unacceptable’ attire. Perhaps the worst aspect of this type of bullying
is its universality as it can affect people of all ages. Bullying is not only an issue in
elementary schools and this is something often disregarded by people.

A recent example of
the effects of bullying is
perhaps the absence and
subsequent death of
Greek student Vangelis
Yakoumakis. The latter
had been missing for
over a month and police
investigation led to the cause
of his death which was
none other than bullying.
Vangelis had been bullied
by his fellow classmates
who used to pick on him for
‘not being manly enough’.
The bullying is thought to
have started last year and
saw Yakoumakis routinely
subjected to humiliations
such as being locked
in a locker and forced to sing like a ‘jukebox’ before being allowed out. Students
reportedly told the authorities that Yiakoumakis was also harassed in the showers,
pushed down stairs and tormented to the point where he had become fearful
of leaving his room at night. It is not yet certain whether the cause of death was
suicide or murder but what is for sure is that the young and introverted man was a
victim of bullying and his death is linked to it.

Perhaps the worst problem of bullying is the fact that the bullies themselves don’t
realise the repercussions of their actions. The victims do not stand up against them
nor show any signs of feeling, push their emotions down the drain until there comes
a moment where they feel overwhelmed and put an end to their lives.

By Loukis Menelaou
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GCS

A G A I N S T

As a result of this tragic phenomenon, the 1st formers of our School researched
the topic of bullying as part of their English Language lesson. In an attempt to
prevent bullying from a young age, the teachers of Form 1 encourage their
students to study and research the topic of bullying, and then present it before
an audience. Their findings included the reasons why people bully, the different
types of buylling (verbal, physical, cyberbullying etc.) the effects of bullying on
the victims, and action that should be taken to prevent bullying. Through this
research work, the school hopes that the students will understand the problem
behind bullying and thus, not become part of it either as the bully or the victim
of it.

Apart from the 1st formers, the 7th Formers of the G C School of Careers launched an anti-bullying
campaign in Term 2. One of its initiators, Irene Efthymiou, answered the following questions regarding
their anti-bullying campaign:

What ignited your desire to launch the campaign?

Do you think that bullying occurs at the G C School of Careers?

How do you think your campaign helped about the issue?

Do you have any advice for a victim of bullying reading this?

Undeniably, nowadays bullying remains
constantly one of the major subjects in
current affairs and after having experienced
several examples of adolescents and even
older people being victims of serious forms
of bullying either verbally or physically,
I thought that it was time for us to stand
up and attempt to, at least, change and
even improve the situation the school
environment. Believing in the importance
of acceptance and knowing that we live in
a school community where a lot of students
would sympathise with this problem, I
knew that I would have the support of
classmates. In fact, we, the 7th formers,
were not surprised to have found out that

even in an environment as friendly and supportive as in our school, some sort of bullying, especially in
the Lower School where children may not even realise they are being mean, some cases of bullying do
exist. Therefore, all one had to do to unite the students against bullying, was raise awareness.

GCS

A G A I N S T

Having in mind that just one campaign cannot eliminate
bullying to the core, our aim was to pass a message to our
schoolmates. An attempt to affect and in uence them so as
to view their classmates as their second family; after all we
all share our lives together for 7 whole years! Through the
activities organised at school, I think that we managed to
make at least the majority of our classmates ponder on the
signi cance of acceptance, difference and brotherhood. I
would like to think our campaign as evidence that we – the
students of the G C School of Careers - are united, ready to
stand next to other students, as well as to give the courage
and the con dence to those who are victims of bullying; to
make them consider themselves as ‘heroes’ and change
their life because it belongs to them.

For any victim of bullying who is reading this article, I would
like to say that he/she is unique in their own way and
special in their own manners and no one has the right to
make them feel inferior. Victims of bullying should seek the
help of people around them to help them with this obstacle
so as to change their life. The most important piece of
advice, however, is to be your own hero, to stand up and
speak out.

By Loukis Menelaou
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Holidays
Abroad

Holidays
in      Cyprus

It has come to our attention that we have somewhat

disconnected from our home, Cyprus. We can already

hear our classmates discussing about their favourite

holiday destinations abroad and chatting about how much

they want to get out of here once summer hits. Well, we

decided it was time we shed some light on the hidden

gems this country has to offer as opposed to places you

can  nd abroad! In the form of a touristy lea et, we have

listed all the must-see areas to visit, here in Cyprus, in

2015. Forget the rest of the world and explore what our

beautiful island has to offer…

Nicosia
Whilst the natives tend to prefer visiting metropolitan cities and old cultural towns like Athens or
Bucharest, they tend to forget that Nicosia covers a vast historical past and it is the cultural
and cosmopolitan hub of Cyprus. The urban renewal development within Ledras has turned
the historic street into a bustling path of contemporary restaurants and bars seamlessly
merging with the traditional architecture of the old town. The new town Nicosia seems to
have become the centre of the island’s art world. With the recent opening of Leventio Art
Gallery as well as others, it promotes renowned as well as young Cypriot and Greek
artists in a very intuitive way.

what to do/visit:
Municipal and private Museums
Art Galleries and exhibitions
Numerous restaurants and cafeterias
Several boutiques and food shops to shop from
City Markets and  ea-market festivals once or twice a month
Adventure Centres (indoor and outdoor)
Outdoor cinemas
Hike or trek in our large forest park of Athalassa
Bird enclosures in Metochi Kykkou gardens
Animafest, animation festival in July
Solar Car Race on 28 June in the streets of Spyrou Kyprianou Stasikratous, Queen Frederica,
Grivas Digenis and Demosthenes Severi.

Limassol
Limassol is known for its abundance of luxurious hotels,

festive atmosphere and vibrant nightlife. The city of
Limassol could very well be our mini version of cities
like Barcelona, Alexandria or Marseille with restaurants
stretching alongside the sea for miles and miles along
with nightclubs and cafeterias buzzing with lively music.
Limassol is the place to be when you want to party but for a

more relaxed experience, the numerous beach venues can
offer a chill setting to sunbathe and drink refreshing cocktails

with your friends. Just like most areas in Cyprus, Limassol is
drenched in culture with plenty of historic monuments and art

exhibitions that can be found in the copious museums and public parks
available. With everything that Limassol has to offer, it’s no surprise that it has been selected to be
a European Capital of Culture for 2017.

What to do/visit:
Kourion Archeological Site
Limassol Marina  lled with restaurants and shops
Saripolou square
Sculpture Park
Rides along the bike-lane next to the sea
Ice Skating, Bowling, go-karts, skate parks and a waterpark
Fancy restaurants and Beach Bars
Beer Festival at Molos Waterfront in July
Cyprus Film Days festival at Rialto Theatre in April
European Dance Festival in May
Annual Contemporary Dance Platform in March
Carnival Parade in March
Wine Festival in September
Windsur ng at Ladys Mile or Curium

By Mia Stavridou, Loukis Menelaou, Nikiana Lambert
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Wine   villages
For a breath of fresh air and a glass of full bodied

wine, away from the city’s intense routine, one
should seek for our countless picturesque
villages, more speci cally, our wine villages
in Limassol such as Arsos, Omodos and
Vasa Kilaniou. The car ride alone is breath-
taking. Going through a canopy of gigantic
pine and eucalyptus trees makes you

look out of the window in awe and wonder
if this is really Cyprus. Going uphill to the

mountains for agrotourism is very underrated
in Cyprus since once summer arrives, everyone

would rather go to our golden beaches that are
exceedingly promoted by almost every tourism agency,

blog and newspaper out there. They always talk about our crystal clear
waters, but have they told you about the massive acres of vineyards and rushing
water streams you can  nd in these villages? Comparing our humble villages to
those in Austria or Italy should not even be a stretch or an exaggeration. Take a
camera, because you're certainly going to need it.

What to do/visit:
Wine Tasting Tour
Tzelefos/Kelefos Bridge from the medieval ages
Nature trail which connects 6 medieval fountains in Arsos
15 August Arsos event with games and food in the village’s square
EOKA hideout in Omodos
Education museum in Vasa Kilaniou
**Agrotourism website:
http://www.chooseyourcyprus.com/en/cyprus-agrotourism.html

Troodos  Mountains
Do you want to explore wildlife and dreamy
environments surrounded by coniferous
forests but have little money to afford a trip to
France or Germany? Up in the mountains you
could perhaps enjoy the best climate in our
excruciatingly hot weather. Enjoy the breath-
taking scenery whilst walking down the winding
roads. If you’re feeling a bit adventurous or
just looking for excellent photo opportunities visit
the abandoned and notoriously known “haunted”
Verengaria Hotel in Prodromos, whose eerie derelict lobby
will certainly send cold shivers down your spine! Up in the mountains, relaxation,
peace and quiet are de nitely guaranteed.

What to do/visit:
Hike and trek through the numerous nature trails
See the abandoned Verengaria Hotel in Prodromos
Go skiing in Mount Olympos in the colder months
Adventure Mountain Park in Kiperounta
Rock climbing in Trooditissa and Diarizos
(for more info: http://www.cyprusrocks.eu/)
Cycling in the Troodos Cycling Network roads and paths
Troodos Jeep Safari

The   Akamas   Peninsula
and    Latchi
Crystal clear waters, stunning views, and
complete tranquillity; just a few words, which
describe the hypnotising Akamas peninsula and
Latchi. If enjoying a twilight meal of the freshest
seafood sitting on a sandy beach and then

stretching out beneath the stars to a symphony
of night crickets sounds like your idea of heaven, a

camping vacation in Akamas might just be for you! Be
sure to visit the area for an escape in the serenity of nature

made up of the rarest kinds of  owers that you wouldn’t even  nd in the wildest of
forests and jungles of Sicily or Mallorca. Immersed into a 3,000 year old history and
mythology, you will  nd yourself enchanted by the mysticism of Akamas.

 What to do/visit:
Avakas Gorge
Blue Lagoon
Baths of Aphrodite
Akamas Peninsula National Park
Lara Turtle Nesting Beach
Hiking or trekking around the Akamas Peninsula through the nature trails
Visit a local winery
Scuba diving in the clear waters of Akamas
Sea safari Akama Peninsula
Akamas Jeep Safari
Sail from the Latchi marina

Camping/Picnic sites:
Polis Camping Site, Smiyies Picnic Site, Agios Merkourios Picnic Site, Ge ri tou
Livadiou Picnic Site

Ayia Napa   and
Protaras
Any party animals out there? No need
to go to Ibiza; you can  nd the best
clubs and events in Cyprus’ very own
Ayia Napa and Protara. From classy
to plain old fun, one thing is for certain:
boredom is out of the question. But let’s
not forget that the beach is also a place
to relax, and what better way to do so by
laying on one of the many serene, beautiful
beaches Cyprus has to offer. Take a bathing
suit, some SPF and you’re all set!

What to do/visit and where to party:
Numerous restaurants, cafeterias and night clubs
Foam Parties at Nissi beach
Watersports / Rent a boat
Snorkelling and scuba diving
Go-Karts
Themed waterpark
Amusement Park
Sea safari Cape Greco
Concerts with DJs – check online for upcoming events

Best beaches:
Konnos, Serena Bay, Nissi, Landa, Makronissos, Fig Tree, Kapparis, Pernera

Tips   and   suggestions   to   make   your   vacation
in   Cyprus   exciting   and   memorable:
►Look at Cyprus from a dif ferent point of view; that of a tourist’s. Be more
open to explore our country as it has a lot to of fer.

►Do your research. What a lot of us don’t realise is that there’s a lot of
information online about our cities and villages in Cyprus. It will surprise you
to see that even the tiniest village with 200 residents can have an offi cial
website with updates and useful information!

►Sometimes hotels can have the best restaurants so, don’t rule them out
when searching for a nice meal.

►Organise road trips and outings based on the events taking place in the
areas you want to visit. That way, you will fi nd the destinations in a much
more lively and energetic mood as people will be hustling bustling around
and fi lling the place with laughter and spirit.

►Recommended websites: chooseyourcyprus.com, visitcyprus.
com,cyprushighlights.com, cyprus.com and cyprusevents.net
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Our very own Form 6 students, Stephanie Lemesianou, Katerina Kaloutsou and Aegli
Athanasiadou, accompanied by their teacher Ms Georgia Efstathiou, participated in
the 3rd International European Youth Parliament Forum held in The Netherlands
between 8 and 15 April 2015. The three girls were members of the delegation who
represented our School in the EYP National Session organised last September.
During the 9th National Session, the GCS was selected by the EYP Cyprus of cials
to represent the island in the prestigious international forum.

We asked them to share their experience with us:

Katerina Kaloutsou
I feel more than blessed that I was involved in the 3rd International EYP Forum in
the Netherlands. It was such an overwhelming experience! I got the chance to tackle
several important issues of the European Union and form my own opinion about
several matters. Moreover, I met tons of wonderful people, who I can now –proudly-
call my friends, as the experience we shared is unique! We visited several well-
known places such as the Rijksmuseum and UvA. If I could describe my journey in
three words, those would be: Exhausting yet Extraordinary. I am so going to miss it!

Stephanie Lemesianou
There truly are no words to describe what a phenomenal adventure this was.
Through my EYP experiences, I got to meet many fellow EYPers that shared with
me their stories of unforgettable sessions. The International Forum of EYP in the
Netherlands proved to me that the expression "once-in-a-lifetime experience" exists

THE GCS REPRESENT
CYPRUS IN THE
3RD INTERNATIONAL
EUROPEAN YOUTH
PARLIAMENT FORUM

in all its complexity. Today, I have a story of my own to share; the story of a beginner
EYPer that embarked on a seven day journey to one of the most breathtaking cities
of the world, who had the chance to become friends with sceptics, liberals and
explorers from all across Europe, who was given the honour to privately visit one of
the most prestigious art museums (an honour given to presidents and kings) and
 nally, who allowed herself to rise up to a full grown debater while standing at that
podium, addressing the young faces of Europe's tomorrow!

Aegli Athanasiadou
Being part of the 3rd International Forum in Amsterdam, enabled me to come into
contact with some of the most important issues that are being discussed, regarding
the EU. During that week I had the opportunity to visit currently astonishing venues,
like the University of Amsterdam and the Rijks Museum, but these were not the only
things that EYP had to offer me. Re ecting back on the session, I realise how I have
managed to overcome all the dif culties concerning our resolution and how I came
so close to people I had never met before, in only 7 days. People were telling me that
an International Session would be life-changing but I never really believed them. I
thought that they were exaggerating. But here I am now, back to my routine thinking
how much I’ve already missed the walks in the streets, the early wake up calls, the
funny -and embarrassing at times- teambuilding games and the committee work.
Indeed this session has changed me as a person, helped me mature, meet new
people from different countries, get to know their culture. It’s de nitely a memory
that I will treasure forever.

A delegation of ten 6th formers,
participated in the Euromath
Conference that was held in
Athens between 25 and 29
March 2015. The students who
participated in the programme
are Fedra Anastasiadou (Project:
'Does it pay to be nice? The
Prisoner’s Dilemma' – Honorary
Award), Vicky Kyriacou, Eleni
Koursari, Irini Anastasiadou,
Nicoletta Christodoulou and
Panayiotis Panayiotou (Project

‘Maths in our Cellves’ – Honorary Award), and Nayia Kentoni, Maria Kyriacou,
Theophanis Kyriacou and Panayiotis Christou (Project ‘Geospatial Analysis: A
Historic Overview and a Practical Application on the Island of Cyprus’). The students
were accompanied by their teachers, Mrs Agathi Michael and Mrs Eleni Apostolou.

Fedra Anastasiadou
It was all a challenge for me! It enabled me to become more con dent due to the
fact that I had to present myself to an audience of 300 people and make them
 nd my mathematical idea ‘fascinating’ and ‘innovative’! I remember the rush of
adrenaline when I said the  rst words and the feeling of satisfaction as soon as I
concluded "does it pay to be nice?" Turning towards my teacher, Mrs Agathi’s tears
of happiness were rolling down her cheeks! It was a wonderful experience and I
wouldn’t change it for the world!

Nayia Kentoni
Euromath was an amazing experience, that all of us should have at least once
in our life.  It wasn't as much the experience of presenting something in front of
an audience, as of meeting and making new friends. It is, and always will be, an
unforgettable experience.

Panayiotis Christou
It was simply an outstanding experience that allowed me to gain both new knowledge
and new friendships and changed the way I socialise with people, and, in general,
my whole perspective of the world!

Irene Anastasiadou
Euromath has been a new life-changing experience. I can assure you that it is much
more than studying and research!  We had the chance to get to know our teammates
better, visit a new city but also meet new people that were into Mathematics as
much as we were! This trip will remain for a long time in my memory as one of the
most mind-broadening experiences of my life.

Nicoletta Christodoulou
The amalgamation of mathematical equations through presentations, workshops,
and live presentations, presented by students from all over the world was an indeed
once in a lifetime experience. What was in fact interesting, was the unique way
that other students performed their presentations aiming to portray the signi cance
of Maths in our daily routine and prove that Maths is actually everywhere. Apart
from the academic aspect of the course, Euromath contributed to building up new
friendships too, enabling us to consider the different mentalities and lifestyles.

Vicky Kyriacou
Being part of the Euromath team was a fascinating experience not only because I
was able to share my love for Maths with people from other countries and create
friendships with them, but also because my relationship with my Euromath buddies
and teachers became even stronger. This opportunity boosted my con dence as
I had to present our project in front of many people and it made me realize that
Maths is not only about equations and numbers but it also plays a major part in our
everyday lives. I will never ever, ever, forget this amazing experience!

Theophanis Kyriacou
Euromath has been a great experience. By the end of the session, my knowledge
in various  elds had been enriched. Euromath allows you to discover new aspects
of your personality, and  gives you the unique opportunity to meet and create long
lasting relationships with international students, and therefore, get an insight into
different European mentalities. Meanwhile, you get to work with and bond with your
teammates, resulting in new friendships. Euromath is an incredible experience
offering unforgettable memories!
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BITS
pieces

The Foundation of Europe is the
Involvement of its Youth
The GCS Debate Club represented our School at the ‘EYP
Pre-Selection Day 2015’  which was held on 18 April. Our
delegation - Charalambos Eftychiou, Demetra Kyriakides,
Panayiotis Leonidou, Marios Charilaou, Marco  Zivojnovic
and Elena Xinari, all of Form 5 - was selected to participate
in the esteemed European Youth Parliament National
Session to be held in August 2015. Five older Debate
Club members were appointed by EYP Cyprus of cials in
the following esteemed posts in the Pre-selection session:
Orestis Collins: Head Organiser, Katerina Athienitis: Vice
President, Ino Georgiadou: Organiser, Irini Iacovidou: G.A.
Organiser, and Elizabeth Pasatembou: G.A. Organiser.
Debate Club, you have made us all proud – yet again!

Getting Ready 4 Uni
On 26 February, the Careers Department organised a workshop on
‘Oxbridge Interview Preparation’, during which students interested in
Oxford or Cambridge, or degrees that require interviews, were given
helpful information as to how to start preparing for their interview. On
28 April, Dr Emilios Solomou and Mrs Marianna Zittis gave another
presentation on ‘Adjusting to University Life’, for GCS graduates who are
due to commence their university studies in September 2015.

Our World is but a Canvas to Children’s
Imagination
Early in term 3, young members of the Art & Design Club
as well as Form 1 students participated in a competition
organised by our Ministry of Education and the Creative
Art Centre and Gallery of Torun Poland, the objective of
which was to give young people the opportunity to be
involved in environmental issues that will take them on
a journey through their own experiences, and challenge
their creative  air. The theme title was, ‘Always Green,
Always Blue’. Later in the Term, Form 3 students and
older members of the Art & Design Club participated in the
competition ‘Stamp Art: the EU and Cyprus all around the
World’ organised by the Ministry of Education & Culture.
Our students created a line of stamps based on EU values
and principles, in order to promote a European identity that
will enlighten young people on what the European family
has to offer.

Website Construction
Having been selected to participate
in a website developing project
for the Society of Cypriot Studies
under the guidelines of Cosine
Consultants Limited, a team of GCS
students were given the opportunity
to attend a series of workshops on
website construction. Among other
topics, our students learned key
concepts of website building such
as design, available technologies,
thought process and structure. The
workshop was held between 5 and
12 March.

Parents
Association
Annual
Treasure Hunt
The Parents & Guardians
Association organised

its 5th Annual Treasure Hunt on 15 March. It is one of the
Association’s most popular annual events, during which
GCS parents, students, teachers and graduates who
join forces to  nd locations or places by using a series of
ingenious clues!

Fête de la
Francophonie
On 17 March, the
teachers and students of
the French Department
organised “Fête de
la Francophonie”, an
afternoon dedicated
to French delicacies
and culture. The aim
of the event was to
raise awareness of the
language and culture of
French speakers around
the world.

For It Is In Giving That We Receive
The money collected in aid of the Make a Wish Foundation
was given to a group of motor bikers - members of various
motorbike clubs – who made a stop at GCS as part of their
charity bike ride held on 27 March. Three days later, the
students of Form 4 took part in the charity event ‘Walking
for Muscular Dystrophy’ in an attempt to help telethon. The
students and their teachers were then given a guided tour
and a presentation at the Cyprus Institute of Neurology
and Genetics.

Our Very Own M.P.
Form 5 student Christina Kyriakou has been selected
to to be one of the seven Cypriot students who will be
representing Cyprus in the Youth Parliament Programme
organised by the Parliament of Greece. Good work
Christina!

GCS Excels in Research
Competition
Having participated in the Research
Competition organised by the
University of Nicosia earlier in the
year, the GCS team has been
awarded the 3rd prize for its
research work on textile recycling.
The young researchers are Nadina
Miltiadou, Lazaros Efthymiou, Egli
Metaxa, Skevi Pouyiouta, Marilia
Kramvi, Stephanie Tanou, Christina
Tanou, Alisia Jordanou and Chara
Chavadjia. Well done guys!
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OF A PRESIDENT
Q &As
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STUDENTS, TEACHERS AND THE MANAGEMENT
ALL AGREE THAT THE SCHOOL PRESIDENT OF 2014-
2015, HAS BEEN ONE OF THE BEST PRESIDENTS OUR
SCHOOL HAS EVER SEEN. ORESTIS COLLINS, BEING
A MOTIVATED YOUNG MAN WITH CLEAR VISION AND
VIEWS, IS THE PERSON INTERVIEWED FOR THIS TERM.

His involvement in school affairs as well as in extra-curricular activities has
been exceptional, yet what has probably been the main factor for his having
won the School President elections, is his ‘politician-like’ attitude towards
solidarity and unity. What impressed the editorial committee the most was
his constant use of “we” instead of “I”. We are all proud to say that our
school can develop personalities of such calibre, and so the Interview of the
last issue for this year is rightly dedicated to him.

What did you commit yourself to in your speech while running for the presidency
of the school?

First of all, I would like to specify that due to the procedure followed I feel more like
the president of the Form 7 rather than the entire school, as I was voted by the 7th
formers and not by the rest. In fact, one of my commitments was to encourage the
Management to involve the whole school in the election process. My major goal
though was to make our year group stand out; to be different, unique; we wanted
to be THE year not just another 7th form. This was clearly seen on our 1st day of
school with the Jigsaw theme, at BBQ and in Starry Night. In my speech I said that
 rst I am a 7th former and then the president and my commitment was to make
each day unforgettable for each and every one of them. Our special moments
include water- ghts, a massive pillow- ght and many more. Furthermore, I wanted
our year to be more approachable to younger students, unlike other years. But
above all, I set one commitment vital for all of us, the 7th formers, to abide by; to
be remembered!

To what extent do you think you have ful lled these commitments? Do you wish
you had achieved more - both as a president and as a 7th former?

I am never fully satis ed with myself and I know that all the events could have been
more successful or more pro table. I don’t want to achieve my goals by little, but
I know one thing: all the 7th formers do have something to remember as we have
achieved quite a lot. One of our main obstacles was lack of time, but through all
the obstacles our image improved and improved and as I said before, we will be
remembered; remembered for the spectacular Starry Night 2015, remembered for
the most pro table BBQ in all years, remembered for our legacy on the anti-bullying
campaign. And we will be remembered for all the right reasons.

Why do you think most teachers believe that you have been one of the best
presidents our school has ever had? Do you consider yourself a good example
of a School President?

Well, my subject teachers are not that happy for my having missed quite a few
lessons, but they do appreciate the fact that I have fought for what I thought
right and I managed to do everything right. However, you should ask teachers
themselves for their opinion, for I  nd it easier to show what I can do instead of
boasting about it. I can tell you though, what I could have done better. Perhaps
I could have in uenced some people to be more involved with our events and
activities. I could have also been a little more insistent over the Management –
they were, at times, too reserved due to past experiences. It sometimes felt as if
we were ‘haunted’. I was de nitely not the perfect president and I could not keep
everyone happy and satis ed. What I did though was to take responsibility for
everything bad that happened because these are the duties of the president. I
tried to do my best given my abilities.

What will future presidents have to compete with?

You should ask the others what the next presidents have to compete with. As I
have told you, I don’t like talking about my deeds and my achievements.

What has been your greatest achievement as a School President?

There is no ‘my greatest achievement’; there is ‘our greatest achievement’ and
these were all the events my classmates organised. The greatest achievement
that I was heavily involved in was our BBQ Night. It is an event organised by
both the 7th formers and the Parents Association of our school. Despite our
arguments on little, insigni cant things, we were responsible and we were all
involved in its organisation. I couldn’t have done it without the rest. We had a
food market for the  rst time and it was so successful that the food and drinks
were sold out at 22:00. We also had live dancing and we managed to prove
wrong all those who did not believe in our new ideas. The Student Council did
an amazing job and if it wasn’t for them working along with me and the rest of
the 7th year, spending hours and hours to make it more impressive and to raise
our standards so high, the BBQ would have not been as successful. And this is
the legacy of the 7th formers; to be the best of the best. After all, this is what our
logo says; we LEAD by doing something different and the rest need to FOLLOW
and to keep up with us.

What has been your greatest achievement as a student throughout your school
years?

My greatest achievement was to  nd the courage to be highly involved in the
Debate Club. It opens doors everywhere, like the chance I had to travel to Riga
and Barcelona with EYP (the European Youth Parliament). I met new people
and expanded my horizons. I learnt so much more that made me who I am. If
it wasn’t for my involvement in the Debate Club, I couldn’t have cultivated my
public speaking skills and I wouldn’t have been asked by the Management to
address the prospective parents. Through all these I learnt how to appreciate
opinions but most importantly it taught me to be a leader. Thinking about it,
this has been my greatest achievement as it had a major impact in being the
president of the school.

ORESTIS COLLINS[ [

By Irini Iacovidou
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Which has been the most special moment throughout your school years?

My most special moments, were actually two: the beginning and the end of BBQ
where I could see the solidarity between me and my classmates…my friends. It
was a poignant moment for all of us, as we had a group hug and realised that
our  rst main event was about to begin…and eventually ended so soon. In the
beginning, we said that our BBQ would be perfect and in the end we sang and
danced altogether. These insigni cant short moments meant the world to me.
“We did it” I thought because it wasn’t I who had done it, it was all of us. In the 7th
form we don’t act as individuals but as a team, a year.

Which has been that one moment that you wish had never occurred?

I regret nothing, because it is not like me. I do my best to my abilities even if I
disagree with something. I have always worked for the entire team. It is easy to
get the credit but this is not how I work. I did the best for all those I represent and
even some mistakes were part of this journey.

Where do you see yourself in 20-30 years? What do you aspire for the future?

I honestly do not know. My goal is to be successful in whatever I do, because
when I set a goal, I don’t stop until I achieve it. I do not compromise with the
average. Many say “I would be a great politician”. Do I aspire it? I don’t know. Yes,
I would like to take advantage of such position to bring changes, but who knows
about the future, right? I still tried to make a change in our school because I am
not satis ed with mediocrity. This is who I am and this is who I want to be in 20-30
years.

A word of advice for the next School President?

‘Do not become the school president’
(lol). Yes, I know it’s very good for
your Personal Statement but it is
one thing being ‘a school president’
and it’s a different thing being ‘the
school president’. To be the one
who leads, you have to be able to
make compromises and even work
towards something you disagree
with. You must surround yourself
with people you trust and who know
what they are doing. Make sure
that the people next to you support
you and no matter what, you have
to accept taking the blame, while
supporting your decisions. Another
thing is time management. A
president is inevitably bound to miss
some classes but it’s always up to
you to make sure you keep up with the rest. It is the bitter truth. It all comes down
to being co-operative and well-organised. Work for the bene t of your school as
a whole, but do not forget your roots because in the end you’re just a student
yourself. Yet, enjoy because the year will  nish too soon and then if you did not
enjoy it, it means this whole experience was pointless.

What do teachers have to say about Orestis?
Principle, Mrs Despo Pampori:
A mature, intelligent individual who other students should look up to.

Head of Events, Mrs Elena Iacovidou:
A true LEADER! That says it all!!!

Orestis’ mentor, Miss Georgia Efstathiou:
Natural born leader and most de nitely probably one of the best public speakers
I've come across. We'll miss you! Proud to have worked with you.

What do students have to say about Orestis?
Ino Georgiadou (Form 6):
Orestis has been my mentor in debating. Working with him has taught me the skills
of being able to stand up and have a say!

Chloe Americanou (Form 7):
He is one of the few people who manage to inspire me every time he makes a
speech but most importantly I am proud to say that he is my friend and manages
to cheer me up whenever I’m having a bad day; problem solver basically.

Nefeli Kolovopoulos (Form5):
He is an extremely motivating man; always there for anyone for anything!

Marios Charilaou (Form 6):
A bright person and a bright leader. Orestis is the kind of person you know you
can rely on and who is always prepared to offer help and support to you, no
matter what. I am happy that I can call him the president of our school and a
good friend of mine!

To what extent do you believe you have ful lled your high school goals?

To a great extent. I have ful lled all of my high school goals as one of them (and
pretty much the major one) was to become a lawyer and I am now the in-house
lawyer and only legal councilor of a successful German company that has its base
in Nicosia.

Which extra-curricular activities were you involved with as a student?

Playing the piano for the orchestra, dancing, singing and playing a part at the School
play. I was also the Head Prefect of the school in my last year so I had the opportunity
to organise various events and excursions, which I enjoyed to the maximum!

NAME: Evita Eliades
GRADUATION YEAR: 2005
STUDIES: Law

Q & As
OF A HEAD PREFECT 10 YEARS BACK
f i v e

What do you now wish you had done differently while still at school?

I wish that we had organised more trips abroad!

A really special moment you will never forget:

Starry Night 2004-2005!!!! A beautiful experience; took Starry Night to another
level. We had the opportunity to work all together as a team, be creative, and got
to  nd out other aspects of our friends’ character.

A word of advice for the graduating class:
Enjoy it while it lasts!!! It will never be the same
again; it will never come back, so make the best
of it!!!

By Gianna Gavriel, Elizabeth Pasatembou
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On 24th March, the third formers organised one of the most increasingly
popular events of our school: GCS Night.  It is an annual event which was
 rst organised by the current 6th formers back in 2012 and it started off as
a school party during which classes could perform their own dance routines.
Nowadays, the event includes a dance competition all Lower School students
really look forward to, work truly hard for, and enjoy tremendously. It is a mini
Starry Night, many say!  The organisation lies upon the students of Form 3,
and their teachers become judges for the night, trying to be as an unbiased
and objective as possible! This year’s event took place in our school cafeteria,
as usual. The competition was  erce and the winners were 2 Orange (1st
place) and 2 Blue and 2 Green (2nd place).  Many special thanks should be
given to Andreas Papadopoulos of Form 7 who was the DJ for the night.

NIGHT2015

Thekla Moyseos, a student of
2 Orange, the winning class,
says:
The joy we felt when the judges
announced that we were the
winners, was beyond words,
because at that moment we
realised that all our stress
and all those rehearsals were
rewarded with the sweet smell
of success. We worked really
hard for this, and despite some
arguments during rehearsals,
the team spirit  nally emerged
and this meant a lot!

Alexandros Nicolaou and
Constantinos Ioannou of 3 Blue
were in charge of capturing
each and every moment of
the event. Having watched the
event through their camera
lens they say:
No image is better to capture
than that of a dancing group.
(Alexandros)
One of the most fun nights
of the whole school year.
(Constantinos)

Nicolas Florides of 3 Yellow,
who was a most successful
Head Coordinator of the event,
says:
It was truly a great competition
with lots and lots of experiences
we will never forget!

Iacovos Iacovides of 3 Yellow,
DJ assistant believes that:
It was an amazing event, worth
all the time and effort spent on
rehearsing.

GCS

Grads 18 left Cyprus on April 4 to
return to Larnaca from Budapest
late at night on April 9 from their
tip to Austria and Hungary. We
arrived in Budapest late in the
afternoon and settled at our
hotel. After dinner at Sir Lancelot
restaurant, we watched a
spectacular  re show and
amazing tricks. The following
day, (April 5) we went on a tour
around Budapest during which
we saw unique sights of the city
on both sides of Danube. This
was followed by a visit to the
Lazar Equestrian Park where
we watched a show with horses,
walked around the farm and played various games. Throughout the afternoon we were allowed some
–much needed- free time to roam around the city centre. It was time to leave Budapest and go to
Vienna, but not before visiting the villages of Szentendre for a break and Esztergom where we visited
a marzipan museum with beautiful pieces of art. On April 7, we visited Vienna’s major sights, one of
them being the Schönbrunn Palace which is a former imperial summer residence. Leaving the palace,
we went bob sledging which we enjoyed tremendously. Feeling hungry, we then went to a restaurant
before going back to their hotel. On April 8 - probably our most enjoyable day - we  rst visited the
beautiful city of Baden where two of the greatest historical  gures, Mozart and Metternich, had lived
for a while. We were later allowed some free time for shopping and lunch at Central Europe’s largest
mall. Lastly, we paid a visit to the Prater Amusement Park where we enjoyed lots of adventurous rides.
It was sad to say goodbye on their last day of the trip – a day spent mainly travelling back from Vienna
to Budapest by bus, and  ying back to Larnaca.

The whole trip was a fantastic experience we will never forget!

of our

By Irini Iacovidou

By Pavlos Papadopoulos
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A   few   words   from   the   students
themselves:

As the Director of Baganart, I would like to mention
that this 12-week business cycle has helped us to
explore the true challenges a real company may face.
Our perception about the entrepreneurial values and
skills took another dimension since the learning was
through a practical approach and not theoretical. Our
company’s corporate social responsibility however,
extends and blends with the philosophy of our product
whereby, through the printing of original students’
art on high quality cloth bags, we promote young
talented artists, whose talents are underestimated
while offering an environmentally friendly bag made
from recyclable material. With our limited resources,

Junior
Achievement
Programme

capital and manpower, we have learned how to
overcome dif culties together, help and motivate
each other, but above all respect our company and
efforts devoted to turning an idea into a reality. This
reality, which, was once an idea written on paper
became our own entrepreneurial adventure through
which Baganart became a bag for an artist and an
artist for a bag. Created by students, promoted by
students, enjoyed by everyone.
Demian Christos, Form 7 – CEO

Being a Marketing Manager was very challenging
for me as the burden of promoting the product and
attracting consumers was on me. Nevertheless,
through hard work and determination I managed to
come up with some innovative promotional techniques
and be enriched with a wonderful experience.
Odysseos Angelo, Form 7 – Marketing Manager

By being the sales manager I understood the
competition that exists in the market! Moreover,
I realized how important it is to conduct a market
research and get feedback from your customers.
Zittis Athina, Form 6 – Sales Manager

A team of students of our school are currently participating in the Junior Achievement programme,
which focuses on entrepreneurship. Students involved in this programme learn how to take a business
idea from concept to reality. They form their own real enterprise and discover  rst-hand how a company
functions. They elect a Board of Directors, raise share capital, and then, market and  nance a product
or service of their own choice. By the end of the programme, they are ready to present a report and
accounts to their shareholders.

As the Accountant of the company, I had the role
of controlling our  nances as well as ensure that
the company is working hard towards achieving its
goals. Through this competition, I had the opportunity
to experience how an actual company works and
how it decides what and how to produce. Working
with a great team, I was able to perform 100% and
managed to help with my accounting and economics
knowledge the company to plan its goals and achieve
them by making a respectable amount of pro t.
Philippou Elena, Form 7 – Accountant

My role is to keep track of demand that exists in
different segments of the market. Also, by working
closely with the Marketing and Sales Department, we
came upon some marketing strategies that effectively
address different consumers. Furthermore, I had
the responsibility to create a future expansion
plan, in order to make a decisive step into entering
the real business world. Through my work as a
Business Development Manager I gained a deeper
understanding on the term “market segmentation”
and as to how important correct interpretation of
the market can be in successfully operating and
expanding your business.
Charilaou Marios, Form 5 – Business Development
Manager

Being the IT Manager, helped me practise my
computing and design skills. It placed me in a position
where I had to constantly bring up new ideas in order
to make the company's website and Facebook page
as interesting and friendly as possible. Any dif culties
we had to face kept us anxious but at the same time
more focused to overcome them. This challenge
really gets the best out of you.
Tanos Panagiotis, Form 6 – IT Manager

As Operation Manager, I had a range of
responsibilities, such as the induction of team spirit
and motivation. It was my job to assist the rest of
the team in completing tasks and helping them into
accomplishing any task in the best possible quality.
Furthermore, I learned that teamwork plays a major
role for the company to function. Through teamwork
and an ef cient time management programme, every
task was achieved on time. To ensure that nothing
was missing, a number of agendas were designed
to record everything that happened in the business.
Koundouros Nicholas, Form 5 – Operation
Manager

Bagan art
was shortlisted among the
ten best mini-companies in
Cyprus.

G C students created their own mini-company:
‘Baganart’. The idea behind this company was
to promote young student artists by printing their
designs on eco-friendly canvas bags. Ful lling their
commitment to social corporate responsibility, the
company donates 10% of their pro ts to the school
“Anti-Bullying Campaign”, in an attempt to promote
awareness among students.
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by Medeleine Roux
A summer programme is Dan Crawford’s chance
to make new friends. Aside from the fact that the
dorms are in an old asylum everything is looking up.
However, he will soon  nd out that some things are
best left alone, especially the ghosts of the past. A
book for anyone who hopes to read a good, suspense
story that will send shivers down their spine. With an
amazingly created eerie atmosphere be ready for the
goosebumps of not knowing what to expect.

by Cam Bachorz
In the model community of Candor, Florida, everyone
wants to be like the son of the town’s father, Oscar, who
seemingly embodies perfection. But he has a secret.
He knows that parents bring their teens to Candor to
make them respectful, compliant – perfect - through
subliminal messages that carefully correct and control
their behaviour. And then Nina comes along and
changes everything. A thrilling page turner; an intense
story about the dangers of control and the insistence of
perfection.

by Tammara Webber
Jacqueline’s longtime boyfriend has just broken up with
her. Adding to her shock while leaving a party alone,
she is assaulted by her ex's frat brother. She is rescued
by a stranger who seems to be in the right place at the
right time. Her saviour Lucas is voted to be the perfect
rebound. When her attacker turns stalker, Jacqueline
has a choice: crumple in defeat or learn to  ght back. An
empowering, slice of life book with a touching romance
blooming under all odds. A book that teaches that one

should speak up, that it is never too late to learn to  ght back and that support could
save someone from the depths.

by Patrick Rothfuss
This is the tale of the magically gifted young man
who grows to be the most notorious wizard his world
has ever seen. This is an intimate narrative of his
dangerous, fascinating life form a gripping coming-of-
age story, unrivaled in recent literature. A high-action
story written with a poet's hand, The Name of the
Wind is a masterpiece that will transport readers into
the body and mind of a wizard. Fantasy lovers, this
book is highly recommended!

By Nikiana Lambert, Eleni Santama

About 90 000 students from all over the world compete each year in the ‘F1 in
Schools Competition’. Each team is made up of 6 participants who are called
to design and create a miniature F1 car which is powered by a CO2 cylinder
(pressurized CO2). The car is designed on the computer using a 3D CAD program.
Zarkadi is a team comprised mainly of GCS students. The members are Christos
Ioannou, Andreas Samoutis, Stefanos Hilidis, Chrysanthos Aristodemou, Nicolas
Hadjigavriel and Solonas Christou, and their supervisor is Antonis Teklos. The car
design is currently rolling fast and they keep driving the technical regulations of the
competition and the laws of Physics of our world to their limits! Zarkadi is on the

road to the National  nals that will be held in June!  The boys have already found
sponsors for their project and organised several fundraising activities, one of them
being a ‘French motorsport’ stall on Francophonie Day. The team’s target is to win
the National  nals, and their dream is to become World Champions at the World
Finals that will be organised in Singapore two days before the actual Singapore
F1 GP in September. Whatever the outcome is though, they will have gained a
great deal of knowledge involving Physics and technology, and lots of experiences
as regards the organisation of complicated tasks,  nancial management and the
improvement of their social relations. The best of luck, boys!

F1 IN SCHOOLS COMPETITION


